To

All the Chief General Managers of Telecom Circles, BSNL
Chief General Managers Kolkata Telephones/Chennai Telephones, BSNL
Chief General Managers, Regions/Projects/Training Centers/QA /IN/NCES NETF/BBNW etc.

SUB: Volunteers for posting in West Bengal Circle. in the grade of SDEs – calling for option regarding.

Sir,

I am directed to refer to the subject noted above and to say that additional manpower is required for West Bengal Circle in order to deal with development works of NOFN, EB, Nodal Centre etc. of the region and provide efficient overall telecommunication services. Applications from SDEs(T) working in various circles/projects/regions etc. are accordingly called for posting in West Bengal Circle preferably on transfer basis on their own cost.

The volunteers may furnish their willingness in the enclosed Annexure’A’ as early as possible through proper channel at email address agmpers2@gmail.com with in 15 days from issue of this letter. Officers already under transfer to tenure station/circles are not eligible for the proposed assignments.

Yours faithfully,

( V.K.Sinha)
Asstt. General Manager (Pers.II)
Tel No. 23037191
ANNEXURE 'A'

Ref No.: No.2-16/LDCE/2012-Pers-II

Name of Circle /Project/Region:
1. Name of the SDE (Telecom):
2. Designation:
3. HR package No.:
4. Date of Birth:
5. Qualification:
6. Specialization:
7. Date of regular promotion/appointment to the grade of JTO:
8. Date of regular promotion/appointment to the grade of SDE:
9. Date of joining in the present Circle: a. as JTO:
   b. as SDE:
10. Work Experience:
11. Whether interested for posting in Sikkim SSA also:
12. Willing to be transferred at own cost:
13. Whether included in top 20 long stayee of the circle:
14. Whether under transfer to Tenure/Non tenure circle:
15. Whether under disciplinary process or included in ODI/Agreed list:
16. Any other details, if any:

Dated:

(Signature)

Name:-